An image that is highly informative is produced by unifying the information from couple of or numerous source images which is referred as image fusion. It has been employing in most of the applications in the medical field like detecting of tumours, treating Alzheimer's, surgery of brain with the assistance of computer and some other clinical diagnosis. Successful diagnosis of specific diseases necessitates the enhancement in the exactness of fusion algorithms. For examining the body of human, the images obtained from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) plays a vital role. Channelizing the maximum info from the source images to the fused image with understate loss of info that must mitigate the presence of artifacts in the fused outcome is the basic idea of any fusion methodology. In this context, a novel medical image fusion approach is implemented, that utilizes integrated guided and nonlinear anisotropic (IGNLA) filtering with image statistics. This approach upholds the info of texture in the fused images more efficaciously. In addition, proposed medical image fusion is extended for color images and applied to MR-Gad, MR-T2 and SPECT-Tc images. Extensive simulation results of proposed medical image fusion are compared with traditional and recent image fusion algorithms and disclose the superiority of proposed approach with respect to image quality metrics.
Introduction
Various combinations of sensed images are handled by image fusion, where these sensed images are acquired from various sensors that admit high and multi spectrum, viewing at multiple angles and resolutions, which improves assess for achieving the image quality. There are wide range of fields which utilizes multi-sensor images and that includes medical imaging, remote sensing and computer vision. Fusion of medical images renders good informative image for clinical assessment since the multi-model fused image has more significant information than a single image and it is a combining procedure of compliment fusion methodologies for clinical assessment. In practice, there are different types of multi-modality medical images like magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT) and single photon emission computerized tomography (SPECT or SPET) [1, 2] etc. which assists the physician to handle with more precise clinical diagnosis and assessment. For instance, dense structures such as bones and implants with lesser deformation can be obtained by CT imaging but the changes in physiological information cannot be detected in CT, where the MRI is capable to obtain the information about normal and pathological soft tissues without having the structures of bone and implants. Similarly, SPECT is a technique of nuclear medicine tomographic imaging employed by gamma rays and acquires multiple two-dimensional images (alsoknown as projections) from multiple angles. Afterwards, a tomographic reconstruction is employed using the computer to get a threedimensional dataset. However, this dataset may then be altered to disclose thin slices along any chosen axes of body. By considering the imaging techniques like MRI, CT and SPECT or SPET, a physician can't obtain a precise clinical need for further diagnosis with a single image. Thus, it is essential to fuse the medical images with multimodalities and this has become very promising and highly challenging task in the field of medical research in recent years [3] .
Representing the ocular information by two or more images into a solitary image without losing original data is referred as fusion of images [4] , where the ambiguity associated to a single image can be mitigated by the process of fusion. In recent days, obtaining human's anatomies and functions with high resolution and more instructive description becomes potential due to advancement in the field of medical imaging technology. The encouragement for the research in the analysis of medical images has been done by such development. In addition, the development of medical images vitality in the clinical applications rendered a straight effect on this field of research [5] . From the past decades, there has been a greater number of scientific research papers have been published on the topic of fusing the medical images. Essentially, image fusion techniques have been classified into three sorts. They are pixel level, feature level and decision level. Successful fusion methods based on morphological operators are discussed in [6] [7] .
However, the fused images of these approaches suffering from lack of visualization in spite of their simplicity. Later authors in [8, 9] addressed optimization-based fusion algorithms, where the issue of optimization is referred as Bayesian, which is quite hard to resolve in practice. This problem can be resolved by calculating edge coordinated weights and those methods were cited as Markov random field (MRF) [10] and generalized random walk [11] . But due to the numerous iterations, fused image might be over smoothed. Later, researches focused on artificial neural networks (ANNs) [12, 13] , which pulls lots of interest in the era of fusion. Generally, these approaches are motivated from the fusion of biological signals. However, since the human visual system (HVS) is sensitive to the info of edges, multiresolution transform-based approaches are implemented. Pyramid decomposition and wavelet transform are adjunct to this class. Gradient and Laplacian pyramid [14, 15] , low-pass pyramid ratio [16] , Gaussian pyramid [17] and morphological pyramid [18] are the several fusion approaches under the class of pyramid decomposition where source image gets decomposed into lowpass filtered subbands. Every subband image represents the source image info at various scales.
Wavelet transform based fusion algorithms like discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [19, 20] , stationary wavelet transform (SWT) [21] have tremendous performance over the algorithms presented in the literature. Recent years, many extended versions of wavelet transform have done to improve the fusion performance further [22] [23] [24] [25] . However, artifacts might be innovated with this sort of fusion algorithms. In addition, visual quality of fused image is not good enough for further diagnosis. Next, optimization techniques have been introduced to surmount these issues, which considers numerous iterations to obtain fused image that results in over smoothing. Principal component analysis (PCA) is one of the finest methodologies for obtaining fused images from given MR and CT images [26] . But, PCA based approaches over smoothen the fused image due to multiple iterations there by texture and edge information might lost. In summation, now a day fusion approaches those preserves the edge information are becoming more popular which employ smoothing process for fusing of images. Guided image filter [28] , weighted least square filter [29] [30] , bilateral filter [31] , cross bilateral filter [32] , 3-D anisotropic diffusion [33] based approaches are the more popular fusion algorithms in this class. Majority of above said algorithms decompose the source image into the layers of approximate or base and detail. One can obtain the fused image by altering or modifying the approximate or detail or even both layers. But the gradient reversal artifacts and halo effects were rendered during the fusion process using bilateral or cross bilateral and guided filter respectively. Practically, there are three major attributes to be concerned for an effective fusion of medical images. 1) Maximum exchange of meaningful information from input images to the fused image. 2) While doing fusion, there shouldn't any loss of information. 3) Artifacts and any additional info shouldn't be innovated into the fused image. Therefore, to resolve the issues of conventional fusion methodologies, a novel integrated guided non-linear anisotropic filtering with image statistics is introduced in this article. Further, the proposed approach is implemented by considering the attributes mentioned above. In this, filtering of every source image is done by employing IGNLA filtering, that extracts the layers of approximate and detail. Then image statistics based fusion rule is applied to get fused image. The novel contributions of this work can be summarized as follows:
• A Novel utilization of guided non-linear anisotropic filtering for extracting the features from the input MR, CT and SPECT images to be fused. As per the authors best knowledge, this combo hasn't utilized in image fusion applications yet. • A Fully new fusion framework is introduced based on proposed hybrid methodology. We mainly focused on the retaining of texture even after fusion process. Algorithms presented in the literature like discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [20] , stationary wavelet transform (SWT) [21] , principal component analysis (PCA) [26] , NLAF-PCA [34] , SWT+PCA [35] and fast discrete curvelet transform (FDCT) [27] aimed at enhancement in the performance of fusion process only. These methodologies haven't concentrated on the visual texture of fused medical images.
•
We considered several quality indexes to disclose the effectiveness and robustness of proposed IGNLA filtering with image statistics fusion model.
Further, it is applied to MR-Gad, MR-T2 and SPECT-Tc images to demonstrate the effectiveness of proposed fusion methodology towards RGB image fusion.
Rest of the paper structure is as follows: section II describes the NLAF briefly. Section III presents the proposed fusion framework. Section IV presents the results and discussion. Section V includes the conclusions and future enhancements.
Nonlinear anisotropic filtering
This section explains the procedure of NLAF that smooths the source medical image into the regions of homogeneous as maintaining the edge information (non-homogeneous regions) by employing partial differential equations (PDE). This NLAF is an extended version of non-linear isotropic filtering, where the information at nonhomogeneous regions is lost due to the smoothing at inter-regions. In contrast, NLAF produces the images of coarser resolution by utilizing intra-region smoothing, where every edge at coarser resolution is sharp and useful. Usually, a flux function is utilized for controlling the diffusion of an image as
Where ( , , )is flux function, ∆ is a Laplacian operator, ∇ is a gradient operator and is time or scaling constant.
Eq. (1) can also be named as a heat equation and can be resolved by employing forward time central space approach. The solution for this PDE is ,
In above eq., , +1 is the coarser resolution image at + 1 scale which depends on the previous coarser scale image , . is a stability constant satisfying 0 ≤ ≤ 1 4
⁄ . Nearest neighbour differences in north, south, east and west directions denoted as ∇ ̅ , ∇ ̅ , ∇ ̅ , ∇ ̅ respectively. They are defined as 
Similarly, the flux functions are denoted as , , and respectively.
In Eqs. (7)- (10), (·) is a consistently decreasing and never increasing function with (0) = 1 and dissimilar operations can be utilized for (·). But couple of functions are advised by authors in [36] as described below:
The above functions provide a trade-off between the preservation of smoothing and texture where the primary one is serviceable if there are edges with higher contrast over lower contrast while the next is useful if there are wider regions over the smaller. Both functions comprise of a parameter denoted with , which is utilized to conclude the region boundary validity depending on its strength of edge.
Proposed methodology
This section describes the brief explanation of our proposed IGNLA filtering fusion framework. Fused output image is obtained by implementation of guided filtering process to obtain the approximate and detail layers with NLAF followed by a fusion rule based on image statistics. Our proposed fusion methodology is depicted in Fig. 2. 
Guided filter
The main basis of guided filter is first, blur the input images to be fused, then these images are subtracted from the representing input images to obtain the images those are sharp. Finally, the Authors simply explained this approach with the images accompaniment by separate descripting the interpolates in each stage for better analysis. The proposed guided filter method is explained as follows: Assume that the guided image is denoted as ℊ which is riveted at a picture element inside a window that is local square, then the output ( ) of guided filter at a pixel is expressed as:
Where and denoted as constant linear coefficients in window . To find out linear coefficients, constraints must be inferred from the source image ℐ. Now, the subtraction of undesired components ( ) from the source image is done to get the output which is noiseless.
The solvent for this issue should diminish the divergence between the input (ℐ) and filtered output ( ) and should also preserve the relation in Eq. (14) . Therefore, and are the coefficients those are linear and can the operation of cost in window is diminished as
Where the parameter of regulization denoted as and the above equation constitutes the model of linear regression. Expression for resolving this is given as
Here, pixel quantity in a window riveted at picture element denoted as | |, is the mean, and 2 is the variance in the window . ℐ ̅ is the mean of input ℐ in and is given by
The filtered output ( ) can be resolved once the achievement of linear coefficients is done according to the Eq. (14) . But various imbrication windows ( ) which are centered at comprise of pixel in common. Now, compute the aggregate of all estimation of filtered output ( ) to resolve this issue. Therefore, can be expressed as
Where linear coefficients aggregates are denoted as ̅̅̅̅ = 1 ∑ ∈ and ̅̅̅̅ = 1 ∑ ∈ . Here, output filtered image of guided image (ℐ) in the guiding of ℊ is denoted as , (ℐ, ℊ), where size of filter and smoothing degree or parameter of regulization is denoted by and respectively, which controls the guided filter behaviour. The pixel in the window centre remains unaltered when there is a higher variance ( 2 ) of guided image over the threshold value i.e., ( 2 ≥ ), whereas the pixel is substituted by the locality mean.
Extraction of approximated and detail layers from guided filtered images using NLAF
Let the difference images of guided filtered output , (ℐ, ℊ) of MR and CT images with their source images are denoted as 1 ( , ) , 2 ( , ) Figure. respectively with a size of × and these two images are co-registered images. As shown in Fig. 2 , these two guided filtered images are passed through the NLAF block to obtain the approximate layers.
Where 1 ( , ) and 2 ( , ) are ℎ approximate layers and is a sub function that process the source image (refer section II for more information). Now, the detail layers are obtained by subtracting the output of NLAF by utilizing Eqs. (13) and (14) .
2 ( , ) = 2 ( , ) − 2 ( , ) Fig. 3 demonstrates that the output layers obtained from IGNLA filtering process i.e., approximation and detail layers of MR and CT images.
Algorithm: IGNLA filtering with image statistics based fusion process
Step 1: Select and read MR and CT source images from the MATLAB current directory (data set2 shown in Fig.  1 ).
Step 2: Convert the source images into gray scale in case of RGB images.
Step 3: Apply guided filter to obtain the guided images of MR and CT images as described in section 3.1.
Step 4: Now, obtain the difference images by subtracting the guided filtered output images form their source MR and CT images.
Step 5: Apply NLAF process to the difference images Fig. 3 .
Step 6: Compute the covariance of detail layers obtained from step 5.
Step 8: Calculate the Eigen vectors for step 6 output.
Step 9: Now, apply fusion rule to obtain final fused output of MR and CT images.
Fusion rule
Here fusion rule functions with the computation of weight representing to a pixel based on the edge strengths in the direction of horizontal and vertical. In theory, to determine a weight representing to a picture element at a position ( , ) in a medical image assume a window of square with a length of × about its locality. Take as a matrix and compute the matrix of its covariance by taking row and column as a reflexion and variable severally.
Calculate unbiased horizontal estimate of a covariance matrix at ( , ) location of pixel as 
Now, compute the total of ℮ ℰ Η ( , ) and ℮ ℰ ( , ) to determine the picture element weight ( , ) at a position ( , ).
( , ) = ℮ ℰ Η ( , ) + ℮ ℰ ( , ) (28) Adaptive weights will be assigned by iterating this process for every pixel presented in an image, where the pixel weight relay on the edge strength not on the value of intensity.
Results and discussion
All the experiments have been done in MATLAB 2018a version under the high-speed CPU conditions for faster running time. The images disclosed in Fig. 1 , which are cited as dataset 1, dataset 2 and dataset 3 are utilized for testing the proposed and existing fusion approaches. In general, integration of necessitated data from couple of source images into the fused image is the objective of any fusion approach and the quality of fused image cannot be judged entirely by viewing it or by assessing the quality metrics. It should be evaluated both qualitatively and quantitatively by perceptual analysis and fusion metrics. This section presents both visual quality and quantitative analysis of various algorithms such as, Wavelet based methods discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [20] , stationary wavelet transform (SWT) [21] , NLAF-PCA [34] , stationary wavelet transform with principal component analysis (SWT+PCA) [35] and fast discrete Curvelet transform (FDCT) [27] . Analysis of fusion metrics along with image quality assessment (IQA) metrics such as peak signal-tonoise ratio (PSNR), structural similarity index (SSIM), correlation coefficient (CC), root mean square error (RMSE), entropy and mutual information (MI) are considered to verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. For better quality, fused image should have optimal values for all these metrics. The fusion metric with best value is highlighted in bold letter. Visual quality of fused images obtained using state-of-art algorithms and our method has demonstrated in Figs. 4 and 5 with data set 1 and data set 2. We can clearly observe that the perceptual quality of fused output using PCA, shown in Fig. 4 (a) looks low resolute image and the gray levels hasn't up to the mark. Other transformation methods like DWT [20] , SWT [21] and the algorithm demonstrated in [27] shown in Fig.  4 (b)-(d) respectively, which performed superior to the PCA method in terms of visual perception, however these methods suffer from lack of contrast and edge preservation. Fig. 4 (e) shown that the fused output of the method presented in [35] , which was far better than the above-mentioned algorithms. NLAF-PCA method which is presented in Fig. 4 (f which looks far better in visualization, good contrast with somewhat edge information and moderate texture preservation as the value of entropy is much higher over existing fusion methods. However, all the existing fusion methods outputs not good at visual perception, lack of contrast with edge information and texture preservation. Figs. 5 (a)-(g) demonstrated that the PCA, DWT, SWT, FDCT, SWT+PCA, NLAF-PCA and our proposed method fused outputs with data set 2. The same analysis which we have discussed above has applicable for this also. Quantitative analysis with IQA sown in Table 1 for the test results presented in Fig. 4 , which gives the analysis of dataset 1. Table 1 consists of various fusion metric parameters such as PSNR, RMSE, CC, SSIM, entropy and MI. The best values are highlighted in bold letters. Our proposed method obtained far better values over all the existing fusion methods discussed in the literature. We also tested the qualitative analysis of dataset 2 and dataset 3 with the similar fusion metric parameters considered for dataset 1 and demonstrated in Tables 2 and 3 respectively. Further, Figs. 6 and 7 disclose the obtained fused results of proposed fusion approach with RGB images. Fig. 6 shows the MR-T2 and SPECT-Tc image with their corresponding fused image. Fig. 7 demonstrates the Mr-Gad and SPECT-Tc images with their fused image respectively. Table 4 shows the quality assessment of RGB fused images, where entropy, mean, standard deviation and execution time are assumed as a quality metrics. 
Conclusion
This article innovated a new texture preserving fusion approach for medical images using IGNLA filtering that combined both Guided filter and nonlinear anisotropic filtering for extracting the base or approximate and detail layers from the source medical images to be fused. Image statistics based fusion rule is utilized to obtain a fused image from the extracted layers of source medical images while preserving the texture information. Quality of fused images is evaluated with respect to the image quality assessment metrics and compared the same with existing fusion approaches discussed in the literature. Further, proposed medical image fusion approach is extended for color images and tested with MR-Gad, MR-T2 and SPECT-Tc images. In addition, several quality metrics are computed to demonstrate visual and quantitative evaluation of fused color images.
